Desa.lina.tion - A S ource of Wa.ter
Supply
By Prof. Dr. - Ing. YEHUDA PETER

A talk Delivered on May 29th, 1964, before the Ethiopian Association of Engineers
and Architects.
After expressing his gratitude, joy and pride at being called upon to deliver the
first lecture to the Ethiopian Association of Engineers and Architects, Professor
Dr. - Ing. Y ehuda Peter introduced his lecture by recalling his experience as a
representative of Israel in congresses of the International Association of Water
Supply. This lecture, as the author put it, is based on a paper prepared at the
request of the International Association of Water Supply. The part of the lecture
following the introduction is reproduced here in its entirety.

It is bu t appropriate to start with an explanation
as .to why we have turned our aitten1tfon to desalination as a new source of fresh water.
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You see, if you look on civiliized behaviors, you
may say ·tha1t oiVJiliz,atfon is doing be!lter 1things itihan
nature in the sense that we always try to do something usiing means oot giv·en to us by nature. We
clothe and house ourselves using means not directly
given us : we dive into the sea to depths which are
not naturally given to us and we see, hear and speak
into distances much farther away than really nature
has provided for us. In water supply, however, we
have up to now adhered to the same source which
the natural hydrological circle has provided for us,
and I must say, I shall not criticize nature, but in
reality it is very uneconomical.
How do we get our water?

You perhaps may know there is a poem of the
old mariner that says: "Water! Water everywhere
but not a drop to drink". Usually, a poet has a tendency for exaggeration, but in this particular case we
can say he is quite right. He hit the nail on the head,
because as you know 70% of the surface of the globe
is covered by the oceans, i.e. salty water. Our water
supply is derived mainly from the evaporation by
~he rays of the sun from the oceans. The precipitation, resulting from the evaporation of course, mostly
goes back to the oceans, and to the dry land. As regards ithe laitter, a good deal percolates anto the
ground, in~o depths where you caooot tap it or where
i,t is even contaminated and unfit for human consumption, and the re.91: goes down u.sUJally swiftly ro
the ocean before you can retain it. We therefore really
have very small sources of water. Of course, Man

has been trying all the time to catch some of this
water and store it by means of dams so as to prevent
it from flowing down to the ocean immediately. You
can also drill wells and pump up water that has already percolated. No matter what you do the amount
of water you can retain is very small.
We in Israel, I would say, have the highest ex- •
ploitation of water sources. We have between 5 and 7
billion cu.m. per year as precipitation, and by the
best and moot expensive means which we cail1 think
of, we can scarcely put 2 billion ro use, because the
larger part will always be lost by evaporation and
underground peroola1'ion.
It therefore is clear why following the progress
of civilization, we are now trying to find our own
artificial sources.
Now comes the queis·tiion why ithe tradilflional
sources were sufficienit up to now and why they became more scarce now. Well, the first thing is, of
course, that the population of the globe is rising. This,
how,ever, accounits for a small part of the cause and
is not deci&ive.
The next thing, whrich is more serious, is that the
present per capita consumption is rising. Man has
found new uses for water, for instance, car washing,
garbage cleaning, and so on, besides the rapidly increasing need for industry. Water consumption per
capita in each country goes up 2-3 % per year. But the
most characteristic reason is that the distribution of
population all over the world takes place without regard to natural dispositions. When I was a young
man, I was taught that industry, which provides most
of the earnings of the men in big cities, is possible
only where you have one or more raw materials, such
9

as coal and iron in one place. These ideas have become old-fashioned. Now-a-days, a state like California where you have no natural sources at all, is the
fastest growing state in the United States, just because people like it. The climate, for instance, is good.
That there exist no natural resources and also no
water does not matter anymore. The reason is that
the whole composition of the budget of mankind has
changed and is rapidly changing further. The basic
needs of life are becoming a relatively small percentage of the total budget.

ples: Sa!Il Diego, San Francisco, and so on. People
begin to ask themselves: why do we have to bning
water from such distances cooting a lat of money
when there is an ocean here? It is perhaps possible
to get water from the ocean at less cost. As a result
an office of sa~ine waiter was esttab1ished in ·tlhe US
department of the Interior. At this moment this office
runs five pilot plants and is spending millions of
dollars on research. Desalination may be the right
answer.
Now comes the ques·tion: How can you do it?

I would say that the modern man spends most
of his money on gadgets, (even if he does not have
a wife), and now in all modern industry you need
very little material, but very often much knowhow.

If you like to beat a new path and do things better than natture, it is advisable •to see first how nature
does it and then to improve on it.
Nature is doing it by ev.aporaition. We may try
the same thing (fig. 1). Now if you add sea water
iruto a vessel and heat it with steam, the sea-water
evaporates to form steam. This steam passes through
the vessel where it is converted into fresh water. Of
course. if you make a cost calculation. please remember that you need a work of 427 kg-m in order to
raise the temperature of 1 litre of water by 1° centigrade. Now water consumption is calculated in cu.m.
which contains 1000 litres, and work is expressed in
horse-power. Therefore, in order to raise 1000 kg of
water by 1° centigrade work equal to 75 kg-m per.. sec.
is required. Using such information, you can make
your own calculation to understand how expensive
desalination could be. In any case such a process is in
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If you compare a car with an old locomotive,
you oan immec:Liately see what I mean. If you take
radios, photo apparatus and other contrivances and
gadgets of this kind, you will find that they are made
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mostly of cheap material, such as plastics and so
on. Therefore, such industries, using inexpensive light
material, invalviing low coot transporit and very much
know-how, can be established everywhere. Hence
people can settle in California, Florida, etc. But then
the settlers find out that there is no water. For instance, this happened in Los Angeles 50 years ago. In
1910 they were forced to bring their water from
Owens Va1ley, a distance of 1000 Km, and now they
supplement it from the Colorado River. In the meantime, the population of Los Angeles has already
increased to 4 million. We have other exam-
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operation under conditions where water is worth its
value in gold, for instance emergency waiter on board
ships. Such oonv·el'Slion of saline water may cost up
to U.S.$ 10 per cu.m.
How can we make the process cheaper? (Fjg. 2).
lit could be done, for in&tance, by a multiple stage
process. which uses the principle of counter-flow
(fig. 2). If you know how liquid air or any other liquid
gas is produced, you will find that a counter-flow
principle is used in order to conserve energy. Incoming air is pre-cooled by the flow of liquid air against
it. We may use this principle in a multiple stage ar-

rangement for our purpose. As in fig. 1 we put sea
water into the vessel and heat it by steam. The saline
water evaporates. The evaporated water is used to
heat another vessel containing saline water. The saline water which is not evaporated goes into the next
vessel which is heated by the steam emanating from
the first. and so on. Each following vessel is, however, not heated to the same degree as the one before
it.
How can we bring the water in each successive
vessel to its boiling point then? Accord1ng to the Law
of Boyle-Mariotte. boiling point is not an absolute
point. It is a point which depends on the pressure.
If you decrease the pressure in the closed vessels, the
water will evaporate at a lower temperature and will
go to the next vessels to boil the unevaporated saline
water coming from the same vessel. So you may proceed in 12 stages or more thereby achieving an economical multiple stage process. You can have an
alternative to the same principle. Instead of decreasing normal atmospheric pressure, you can, right at
the beginning, use overhead steam and at subsequent
stages overheat the steam by compression. You can
always convert mechanical energy into heat energy,
and the fi rst vessel will be under pressure which decreases from vessels to vessels until you come to atmospheric conditions.
The next method is called "flash evaporation"
(fig. 3). Heated water goes through a number of ves-

economy you may integrate the desalinaitii'Oll plant
with an energy geneI13Jting plant. Energy generartJing
plants release a lot of low temperature steam, which
can be utilized in a desalination plant. You can also
use the heat extracted in cooling diesel engines. In
any case, using product heat from a power plant is
the most economical arrangement. The figure for Kw
installed and cubic metre produced per day is, more
or less. of the same order of magnitude. It is one of
the most modern and most productive methods.
Now Jet us examine the next method. If you
have a mathematical equation or formula which expresses the relation of some physical facts it is always of interest to examine the ex:treme cases. By
assumiing some of the variables to be zero, infiniirte or
negative, you usually get the mos·t interesittiing results.
Following this me of thought you may ask yolllrseJf:
Why should I boil tibe waiter? Perhaps it; is good ,t o
freeze the water instead? Again you are following the
precedent and the methods of nature. lit has been
ooown for a long time thait explorers, Eskimos, polar
bears and so on were living quite happily in iceberg
environments. At any rate, there is no case on record
of people who have died from thirst in these areas! In
freezing, salty water separates into ice crystals and
salt crystals. The difficulty is in the separation of the
two. From a purely theoretical point of view you may
say that freezing must be more economical, because
the normal temperature of water is much nearer to
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sels con:1inuously. How is it heated? Sea waiter goes
to a heat exchanger, which is heated by steam, or
other means. The heated sea water enters a vessel,
where it evaporates by being flashed under suitably
reduced pressure. It condenses in the upper part of
the vessel along a cooling element carrying incoming
sea water, which is warmed up before it flows into the
heat exchanger. The system is also arranged in multiple stages, making use of the counter-flow principle
and different temperatures and pressures in each
vessel. It is quite ingenious and you can imagine that
it is economical with a tolerable loss of energy. It is
already working in units up to 10,000 cu.m. per day,
and plants where the order of magnitude is 100,000
cu.m. per day are envisaged. To arrive at a higher
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the frOO'Zing point ithan to the boiling point. You
know water is, say. about 20° centigrade above its
freezing point but 80° below its boiling stage, so that
there is roughly a 1 to 4 relation in the energy required by the different methods. There are, however, mechanical difficulties in separating the salt
crystals from the water crystals. We have in Israel a
plant working on this principle. The process developed by Zarchin together with the American firm of
Fairbanks-Mome operates under a very low pressure,
of the order of 2mm mercury. At this pressure
water evaporates ait a very low tiemperarure. But all
the same there are problems in this method too. Fmt!y it js not easy to keep such a low pressure in a
vessel. Secondly, 1 cu.m. of waiter evaporates under
11
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such condi1ti0111S W1lro not less than 40,000 cu.m. of
s•:e3m. You will therefore have a lot of pumping to
do. The plant in Israel is producing about 1000 cu.m.
per day at an acceptable price under oexita1in conditions.
Another freezing method uses immersible refrigerants (isobutane). As you know a refrigerator
works by turning the cooling medium from liquids
into gases. When added to salt solution, these
refrigerants form crystals with water at a temperature slightly above tihe free~ing point, leavfag a
brine at the bottom. Warming the crystals yields pure
water. The gas can be used again. Here again the
counter-flow pcirnciple is used, that is the inooming
sea waitJer warms ·tihe orystJails and is itself pre-cooled.
Tt is proving to be a very promising method, although
so far it is at the pilot plant stage.
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Another process uses electricity. This method is
generally not competitive from an economic po.int of
view. The so-caUiled base exchamge of sodium is only
used in the laboratory on a smaJl scale to produce
sweet water out of saline water. For commercial purposes you have to use electricity together with partly
permeable membranes in the so-called electro-dialysis. You can use membranes which work like a
nonJretUI'.Il valve or even as a seleotive valve. This
meruns sucih membranes vvlilH ailow oeritailln i0111S to
pass and even prevent them from going back. Fig. 4
shows sea water going-into three compartments which
are separated by pe.rn:neahle but select:ive membranes.
M you now pass e1eot111ic current of opposite signs
(anode and cathode) into the outer compartmenits,
the sodium and chlorine ions will leave the middle
compa11tment in different directions, leav.iing behlnd
sweet water while inoreasing the sa1Jt ooncentmtiio.n
in the outer compa.11trnents. This is also an attractiive
possibility. The problem here is the availability of
<the night quality of membranes, but I w.il[ return to
this later. This method is quite different from the previous one, because in the latter the water js taken
out from the salt, and therefore it is entirely inde-

pendent of tlbe amount of salt in the ooiginal waiter.
But when you remove salt from the water, as in electro-dialysis, then it is quite clear that the amount of
ele.ct11icirt:y, and therefore that of ·the cost .is related
to tlhe amOlllll1t of salt. For this reasOill the melmtod is
res tricted mailllly to brackish water. Brackish water
is de£ined by the order of magnitude of severall thousamd parts per million chlorides, wbille sea water
contaiilns some tenrtihs of thousand paaits per mi.Jliion.
We have quite a lot of brackish water in the world.
Iit occurs along coastal areas where ocean water comes
jn cornaat wJt:Jh niaitu.ra!l groood waiter. lit is also found
in the interior where ground waiter passes through
soil stralta contaming salt. The Salt Lake Oity in the
middle of tlle UDJiited Stat.es is an example in point.
Another method is that known as "reverse
How does this work? (fig. 5). If you have
a vessel divided into two parts by a membrane, and
you £iJIJ. the fh'Slt part wJiflh waiter and tJhe second part
with salt wate.r, fresh water will enter the sa1t solutJion
under what is called osmotic pressure. This pressure
amounts 1!0 about 25 atmospheres. However, in o.rder to achieve equmbrium you have to apply a coooter pressure of this order on the salt solution side. If
you now increase th.is pressure, water will leave the
solutiion .through the membrelne into the sweet water •
compa.rtmeDJt. The most economioal pressure for tihis
purpose :is about 100 and 150 a1mosphers. This method is attractive since you do not need any boiling
or heating. You have only to apply mechanical
means. However mechanical problems involving
pumps, pipes and vessels which have to stand up to
100 to 150 atmospheres create difficulties in operation and construction; in short, you have some advantages and some disadvantages, compared with the
other methods. There is one pilot plant having a
capacity of 1000 cu.m. per day working in the United
States. It is not yet developed to such a degree that
you can use it on a large commercial scale.
o~mosis".

Lastly, I come to the methods using the "solar
s:tlilll' for lrearting. Striotily this is not reaiNy a ¢echnological process. It is. as shown in fig. 6, so simple
that you can construct it in your back yard. It consists of a shallow basin fiJled with saline water and
covered by a slanting glass roof. When heated by the
sun the evaporated water condenses on the glass and
drops into channels on the outer sides of the basin.
The depth of the basin cannot exceed 20 to 30 cm, so
as to create sufficient penetration of the sun rays.
This device of course ceases to operate at night and
in cloudy weather, which thus restricts its use to areas
with sufffoient sunshine. Its very simple operatiioo is
however offset by its low efficiency and high cost.
One sq.m. of floor area oose; about 20 to 25 U.S.$,
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construct, as well as to maintain. In the case of the
latter, it steadily decreases with the membrane becoming gradually clogged. In a water plant you need a
certain guaranteed efficiency. You have to serve the
customer with a steady quantity and quality of water.
This is the difficulty with this metrhod up to now. Industry will of course attempt to produce cheaper,
betl~eir and longer lasting membranes.
As in the case with the electro-dialysis method,
the quesbi.oo of membranes is important in reverse
osmosis. The membrane has to Sltand pressures up to

and, depending on the climate, it produces between
3 and 5 litres per sq.rn. per day. A big plant is under
construction in Florida. It extends over an area of several square kilometers, and uses plastic material.
The designers hope to decrease the cost considerably.
One plant is working already in South Africa, producing about 35 litres per capita per day. In terms
of floor area this is about 10 sq.m. per capita and
costs of about 200-250 U.S.$ per capita. Under severe
water supply shortages, such a high cost might be
justified.
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Now we come to the evaluaiion of all these
methods.
In the first method (i.e. evaporation) you get
the water free from aft1 minerals, because steam cansisw of pure water only. Neventhcless, this process is
not without its disadvantages, sea-water is corrosive
and scale forming. The scale formed in pipes and on
tihe walls of the vessels acts as hOOJt insulaitor thereby
lowering heat transfer; efficiency !is lowered. ConroSlion is like a chemical process; its aotian inareases
Wliith iinoreasing temperature. The question of corrosion and soale format:ion is a serious problem. A greait
deal of rese.a['ch work is being conducted, and progress is being achieved every day. In the case of the
f~ng method oo.r:rosion is much less and scale forma.tion non-exis·teoit. The sweet water obt:ruimed by the
freezmg method will contain some mimerals because
t'he separation between salt crystals and ice crystals
camnot be 100% effeotdve. This is not a di&advan1tage
as pure distilled waiter is usually not required. You
have generally a <toleramce of severa1 hundred parts
per million.

The elootro-diialysis method is eoooomically feasible up to a certain concentration of salt, because
electric consumption increases with increasing salt
concentration. In addition there is the problem of the
membranes. Imagine a membrane constructed in such
a way so as to let through only sodium ions and in
one direction only. It is not so easy and cheap to
14
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100-150 atmos.pheres. It is subjeot to detenioratio.g
and ca111 oot be cheap. The whole iinslballaitti:on (pumps,
pipes and valves) working under high pressure restriots ills applioation. A pilot plant wiitJh a capacity
of the order of several hundred cu.m. per day is
under operation. This method may be used on a commercial scale in the future.

Finally comes the questiion: where can you use
desalination to advantage? The use of itihis methDd is
advisable in ariid places wjith high den&i1ty of population who can pay, California for instance; I would
s·ay Israel too. Ava:ilabiltity of cheap pow1er, as in the
oil producii!lJg pa1rt of Ambia. is ai111other factor. The
largest pl<mt I know, for iinstiance, up to now is in
Kuwait. There are four streams working a mmb:iiple
~tage method, ea.oh producing 5,000 ou.m. per day.
An Amenican group of experrts from t'he Off!ice of
Saline Warller has been invited to devise a pliant with
a capacity of 40,000 cu.m. per day in the fil.nst stage
rund 70,000 cu.m. per day laiter. As o.il ill1 Kuwait
costs practically nothing the question of thermal efficiency is not important. The Isle of Gurensey in
·the Bri~ish Channel is an example of anotiher type
of place where desalination can be used to advaDJtage.
This is a small island which denives its liiveNhood
firom tourists and vegetables, whdch they sell to the
market of London during a certain part of the year at
very good prices. This island depends for waiter on
the natural hydrological cycle. On a small island pre-

cipitation and what oan be stored therefrom can be
very erratic. When a dry year comes, the island can
lose its livelihood completely. Therefore, the inhabitants of the island have found out that it pays them
to build a desalination plant, even if it does not work
all the year round. There may even be years of plentiful precipitation where they do not need it at all,
but then it'hey can be sure that each yeax they can
accomodate tourists, and even use this expensive
water which oosts up to 20 cents per cu.m. for irrigation, because vegetables bring such a good price at
the night season in London. So these are three different pos.sibiiliities where desalination finds its place.
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Before concluding, I would like to say a few
words on the need of electric power and the general
uses of water. Theoretically the lower limit for electric
power is 0.7 kilowatt-hours for the desalination of I
cu.m. of sea water. Of course, no practical a11ra11gement can be so efficient. But 20-30 years ago 50 to
80 kilil.owatt-hours per cu.m. were used. Now tlhere
are plants whioh do this quite easily w]tih 20-30 kilowatt-hours per cu.m., and at the blueprint stage there
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are some which assume 10-15 k.ilowaA!t-hours pee
cu.m. According to presently available meains the ultimate practical goal, I would say, will be between 5
and 15 kilowa'lt-hours per cu.m.
Well, at this expected minimum input of electric
power water could be rendered available for municipal use at attractive pnioes. Even here Jn Addis
Ababa, you know, water is quite expensive, and a
price based on the lower side of energy required
would be acceptable even for some industinies. For
instance, mineral. waiter, beer and dairies can pay
such a price. The beer industry uses about 5 - 10
litres of water per litre of beer and the dairy industry
the same quanaity for one litre of milk. In both cases
the final product is so expensive that the price of
water docs not influence it very much. Of course, if
you take other industries, paper for instance, where
for each ton of paper several hundred cu.m. of water
is required, a desalination pJant for the same could
not be economically justified. I would, however, say
that for general municipal use and for some selected
industrial uses desalination will, in the not too distant
future, become a source of water. It will not, of course, become cheap enough for irrigation which demands several thousand cu.m. of water per acre of
land. Water policy should have as its aim to reserve
the cheaper sources for irrigation, the more expensive for industry, and the most expensive for domestic use.
I hope that the talk has been of interest to you
even if you are not directly concerned with water.
Thank you.
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